Top 10 Benefits of Symantec Archiving and Backup for Microsoft® Exchange 2010

1. **Manageable Mailbox Sizes** - Keep Exchange mailboxes at manageable levels with age based and quota based archiving policies. Users get seamless access to the archive presenting archived email as if it were a PST, without the management or headaches associated with PST files.

2. **Anytime, Anywhere Access** - Seamless access to archived email and archived PST files while offline, within Outlook Web Access (OWA), and on mobile devices.

3. **Tiered Storage** - Automate the movement of information to the right storage tier, for the right amount of time based on value, age, and size - even place files for long term retention on tape or WORM storage for compliance.

4. **Deduplication Everywhere** - Introduce efficient single instance storage to Exchange to reduce storage resources, whether in remote offices or in the data center, across the archive and backups.

5. **Improve Migrations and Upgrades** - Move older items out of Exchange and into Enterprise Vault to reduce the size of Exchange message stores by up to 90%. The reduction in the size of each message store allows you to move email to Exchange 2010 much faster, providing a reduction in the costs and time required for the migration process.

6. **Apply Consistent Policies** - Comply with regulations and information governance policies by consistently applying retention and expiry policies to email. There is no need to keep it any longer than necessary.

7. **Reduce Backups** - Archive first, then reduce backup windows even further by eliminating brick-level mailbox (MAPI) backups while retaining the ability to quickly recover individual emails and mailboxes.

8. **Recover Faster** - Reducing the active message store size by archiving means less data to restore in the event of a disaster. Restore complete Exchange servers to any point in time or individual Exchange items within minutes.

9. **Find Information Faster** - Enable end users to search across live and archived email with native Microsoft Outlook or Windows desktop search tools while giving legal teams the tools to search, discover, review and implement legal holds with no IT dependencies.

10. **Manage More Data with Fewer Tools** - Information management doesn’t stop with email. Symantec’s information management products work across multiple information sources, such as SharePoint®, instant messaging, file servers, and databases, and allows you to centralize backup and archiving processes while applying the benefits of deduplication, retention, and expiry.
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